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Dear friends,

Here's the latest update on my predictions and happenings.

I had written about great floods in India and neighbouring areas where there could be destruction of crops, land and mass destruction.

- **Over 25 million people have been left homeless and dislodged and over 1500 dead already** -

- **The United nations stated that the floods in India and south east Asia is the worst flood and disaster in human memory** -

I had also mentioned that the islamic militants are grouping together and a plan is being hatched to cause major attacks and destruction in India and America, and this could happen soon in the next couple of months.

- **Al Qaeda gave a warning to the world today itself, that they would attack India and America**-

I again wish that the governments of India and America take this very seriously and try to search out the terrorists.

"**HIDDEN IN THE HEART OF THE CITY, THEY ARE WORKING TOGETHER UNDERGROUND, A LETHAL PLAN TO BURST THE LAND ITSELF. AMONG THEM ARE TRAITORS OF THEIR OWN COUNTRY. THE LAND OF LIBERTY MAY TREMBLE IN FEAR, AND THE DEMONS DANCE UPON THE LAND OF GOD (INDIA)**

May God avert such evil and bring peace to humanity.

**OM, SHAANTI, SHAANTI SHAANTI.**

**God bless**
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